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Movement size 

Time indication 

Driving system i 

Display system 

[SPECIFICATIONS] 

tem ms 
Movement 

| Outside diameter 

| 
| Height 

i Additional mechanism 

| 
i encres 
i 
i 
‘ 

| 
E- 

! Loss/gain 
i 
| mi ee one Ma a asian 

pos vm mene 

; Measuring gate by quartz tester 

| Regulation system 

  

„| driving pulse type) __ 

Cal. VO51A 

  

  

VO51A 
  

   
{x 1.5) 
  

285 mm between 6 o'clock and 12 o'clock sides 
24.0 mm between 3 o'clock and 9 o'clock sides 
  

3.0 mm 
  

Digital section 
  

  

Nematic Liquid Crystal, FEM (Field 

Effect Mode) 
  

Step motor (Load compensated | Multiplex driving system 

  

day) 
e Time display (Hour, minutes and 
seconds) 

* Stopwatch display (Upto 60 minutes 
in 1/100 seconds) 

+ Alarm display (24-hour indication 
system: can be set In minutes.) 

  

+ Hourly time signal 
* Confirmation sound for watch 

operation 
* Alarm test system 
+ Ifluminating light 

le Electronic circuit reset switch 
e Train wheel setting device   
  

Monthiy rate at normal temperature range: less than 20 seconds 
  

Nit 
  

Any gata can be used (For analogue section) 
  pu sie usa eee a m 

: Battery 

i 

i Jewels 

  

SEIKO SR920W, Maxell SR920W, SONY SR920W 
Battery life is approximately 2 years. 

Voltage: 1.55V 
  

0 jewel     
  

SEIKO CORPORATION 

PARTS CATALOGUE 
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| 
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Oil quantity | 

| 
| 

Cal. VO51A 

  

  

| Disassembling procedures Figs. : 

Reassembling procedures Figs. : 

  

i Lubricating: Types of oil 

| @@ Moebius A 

| OC> Silicone Oit 600,000 cs. 

i o> Normal quantity 

H 

  

> Los, 4589 013 
# a. —-- Piezoelectric element 

e Ne 1 © Case back 

s. + 

ee @ Case back gasket 

QF nn en mn i -(3) Button spring clip 

- Hour, minute and 

Ten second hands 

. J - (8) om 

  

SE TT -- @) 499 220    Ps ” 

Winding stem _ Dial washer 

with crown 
Hour wheel 

Note: If the button spring clips of the type shown in the Illustration are used, it is necessary to disassemble 

both the button spring clips and the buttons when removing the movement from the case. Otherwise 

the movement can be removed as is, 

O my Please see the remarks onthe following pages.      
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PARTS CATALOGUE ca. vota PARTS CATALOGUE Cal. VOBIA 
  

  

  

      
Battery 

(See the front page.) Remarks 
Winding stem 

012 086 @ Hour wheel 

Switch spring screw (8) s h A 
witch spring 

Switch spring Fourth wheel and pinion 

@ Center wheel and pinion 

4216 085 e Discrimination of the installing height of the hands 
Insulator for circuit block f 

' Cal. VO51A watches have numerals printed on the dial and the movement to indicate the installing heights 

of hands. When repairing, refer to the table below. 
  ane rte scans 2 US + ee yy 

  

  

    
  

  

Height Standard type Standard type 

©) 4246 471 - Discrimination Le en tne = 

Earth lead terminat — * Numeral for 2 2 

4000 370 discrimination LE A 
Circuit block -  — - 

4270 470 Printed on Dial Movement 

Battery connection {-) 
= sm rar res e i a ee - 

4311 470 
Coil lead terminal (A) na i 

@) 4240 470 
e 

Buzzer lead terminal ~~ 
_ on 

‘ 

4313 470 À i 
Connector Printed position ; ! 

4521 370 VARI T 7 } hopora ace IE 

Reflecting mirror "an vosr.1000 © | \ ; © N ! 
Liquid crystal panel         
  

           

  

    
        

4512 172 i The numeral is printed at the right | The numeral is printed below the 

Liquid crystal panel frame Ù end. calibre number, 

012 066 f mn rem mm ae 

Coil block screw _. | 

(27) 4002890 | ee cg em me ge À ee 
Coil block . == 231890 1 Numeral for Center wheel Fourth wheel x 

012 066 Third wheel and pinion : enim ; Pe Hour wheel Switch spring 
Train wheel bridge screw—" 70189 i discrimination and pinion and pinion _ RR PR 

126 470 5 Fifth wheel and pinion 
Train wheel-bridge 7 281 890 

i @) Fourth wheel and pinion--—— Setting wheel H HORIOKA TOKE INC. 

261 890 ‘ 
notes 

Minute wheel 1 
N wn 

Center wheel and pinion = 25 y Ms ei yy esl 

4146 890 etes 
Step rotor 

391 465 
LL re Train wheel setting lever 221890 241 466 271 890 4245 473 

383 470 I end ta tre md 

i 012 066 Setting lever 

; « Switch spring screw 384 470 

{4 pes.) Yoke ‘ EE HORIOKA TOKE: INC. 

+ Train wheel bridge screw 282 690 al ‘ Sih 

| (1 pc.) i 2 NE] , 

i 4239 470 ; = a a] 
| » Coit block screw Rétor stator Sa £0 

I. {1 pe.) 100 370 - 0.2 
Main plate 

O > Please sae the remarks on the following pages. 221892 241 465 271 892 4245 471                   
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Cal. VO51A 

  

©) Button spring clip 

The type of hutton spring clip is determined based on the design of cases. 
Check the case number and referto “CASING PARTS CATALOGUE” to choose a corresponding button spring 
clip. 

© Button spring 

In some models, button spring is not used. Check the case number and refer to “CASING PARTS 
CATALOGUE" to choose a corresponding button spring. 

(13) Winding stem 351 890 

The type of winding stem is determined based on the design of cases, 

Check the cuse number and refer to “CASING PARTS CATALOGUE" to choose a corresponding winding 

stem. 

(24) Liquid crystal panel 

4510 370 (Silver) 
4510 372 (Gold) 
The type of liquid crystal panel is determined based on the design of cases. 

Check the case number and refer to "CASING PARTS CATALOGUE” to choose a corresponding liquid crystal 

panel. 

* Other parts 

* Bulb 4530018 

The bulb is available for supply separately from the circuit block, though they are soldered together. 

  

  

+ Piezoelectric element 4589 013 

Piezoelectric element, which is adhered to the inside of the case back, is available for supply separately from 

the case back.   
  

Cal. VO51A 

rm se eme m 
TECHNICAL GUIDE 
  

* The explanation here is only for the particular points of Cal. VO51A. 

* For the repairing, checking and measuring procedures, refer to the “TECHNICAL GUIDE, GENERAL 

INSTRUCTIONS". 

I. STRUCTURE OF THE CIRCUIT BLOCK 

      

  

AC terminal 

CAN Ir go 
® sé ° > Bipolar IC Cot cutput terminal 
8 ° * i 

© Zope, 

Be 25808 Ron | 
ja 009 { ] i 

| f o? Lp) Crystal unit 
3 5 Of, J 26° ce 
VAS À Sa Pa. Upconverter coil 

8 f / ì ar a” or 
0 x 4 

Input terminal (-) Input terminal {+} 

Il. REMARKS ON INSTALLING THE BATTERY 

* Afterthe battery is replaced with a new one, or after the battery AC terminal 
is re-installed following the repairing procedures, be sure to Switch spnng 
short-circuit the AC terminal of the circuit block and the switch 
spring with conductive tweezers to resetthe circuit asiliustrated 

at right. FTwaozars 

{When checking the current consumption, short-circuit with 
the power supplied from external source.) 

  

N mag TORN 

* To reset the circuit of the complete watch, pull out the crown \ = \ A 
to the first click and keep buttons “A” and "B” pressed at the so + i 

same time for 1 to 2 seconds. “January 1st, Sunday” will be “tin ae 

displayed. 

lit. REMARKS ON DISASSEMBLING AND REASSEMBLING 

Hands 

* Remarks on installing 

  

When installing the hands, place the movement directly on a flat 
metal piate or the like.      



  

Ga Winding stem 

* How to remove 

Insert the tip of a screwdriver into the hote marked 
with “ € PUSH", and while pushing the in- 
dented portion of the switch spring, pull out 
the winding stem. 

(12) Battery 

(5) Switch spring 

Ge) Insulator for circuit block 

* How to install 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

Set the switch spring and insulator for circuit 
block in position, taking care notto damage the 
two guide pins for the liquid crystal panel, as 

they are very small. Then, tighten the four 
switch spring screws. 

Have the hook of the switch spring catch the 

liquid crystal panel frame. 

Insert the battery sideways, and have the hook 

of the switch spring's battery clamp portion 
catch the liquid crystal panel frame. 

(@) Earth lead terminal 

@) Buzzer lead terminal 

« Setting position 

Set the earth lead terminal and buzzer lead terminal 

in the direction as shown in the illustration at right. 

Cal. VO51A 

  

Unconverter colt 

Circuit block 

7 Je" 

Earth lead terminal 

    

          

    

ml      (| 
o 

N dl screw 

Ÿ LL 

   

Liquid crystal 

panel frame 

  

Trees Liquid crystal 

panel frame Battery clamp portion 

   

i 
Sai { Is 
Ans Switch spring 
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@ Connector 

@ Reflecting mirror 

Liquid crystal panel 

* How to install 

Train wheel bridge 

* Setting position 

Third wheel 
and pinion Minute wheel 

  

Setting wheel 

Fifth wheet Fourth wheel 
Steprotor and pinion and pinion 

Note:   

(1) Slide the liquid crystal panel in the direction indicated by the 
arrow in the illustration to set it in position. 

(2) Slide the reflecting mirror in the direction indicated by the 
arrow in the illustration until the other end of the reflecting 
mirror is set inside of the location guide pin. 

(3) When setting the connector, check that it is notcontaminated. 

Fifth wheel Third whee! 
and pinion and pinion 

Fourth wheel 
and pinion / Step rotor 

    
Center wheel 
and pinfon 

Since the third wheel and pinion, fifth wheel and pinion, step rotor, and minute wheel are made of plastics, 
take care not to damage them In disassembling and reassembling. 

Liquid crystal panel ~ 

  

      

  

I 

„- Location guide pin 

Minuto whee! 

Fourth wheel 
and pinion Spe wheel 

| 
| 
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@ Train wheel setting lever 

Setting lever 
p= 
(39) Yoke 

* Setting position 

„Setting lever 

Train wheel setting lever 

Yoke 

  

Take care not to deform the spring portion of the yoke. 

IV. VALUE CHECKING 

* Coil block resistance 

2,4K62 ~ 2.8KQ 

* Upconverter coll resistance 

120Q ~ 180Q 

* Current consumption 

For the whole of the movement: less than 2.1pA 

For the circuit block alone : less than 1.2pA 

Remarks: 

Befors measuring current consumption, it is necessary to reset the cireuit with the power supplied from an 

external source. (Refer to “REMARKS ON INSTALLING THE BATTERY" on page 6.) Otherwise, the display 

will become disordered, and as a result, current consumption can not be measured properly. 

When the current consumption exceeds the standard value for the whole of the movement but is within the 

standard value range for the circuit block alone, overhaul and clean the movement parts and then measure 

current consumption for the whole of the movement again. The reason for this is that the driving puls 

generated to compensate for a heavy load that may be applied to the gear train, etc, is one possible cause 

of excessive current consumption by the whole of the movement.   
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